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The Sensitech® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles
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relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
10 January 2022.
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6 January 2022: Cargo thieves stole sixty
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televisions from a truck at a service station on the
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M6 in Stafford. A little under four hours earlier,
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police responded to the same location after the curtains on
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four trailers were slashed. This was just one day after a driver
reported an attempted theft of TV sets from his cargo unit at
Hilton Park Services on the M6.
Read more: Coventry Telegraph (U.K.)
5 January 2022: £200,000 of stock was recovered
and a suspect has been detained as part of a sting
operation that was carried out by multiple police
departments in Halifax. The West Yorkshire Roads
Policing Unit reported the successful recovery of the stolen
trailer.
Read more: Yorkshire Live (U.K.)
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Mexico

South Africa
5 January 2022: The South African Police Service

7 January 2022: An Immediate Reaction Center for

(SAPS) recovered a stolen truck, complete with

Cargo Theft will initiate operations in the Ecatepec,

its load of groceries, after it was hijacked by

State of Mexico C5 this month, serving the State
of Mexico, Mexico City, and the state of Hidalgo, in

armed criminals on the N2 in Gqeberha. Two suspects were
apprehended on charges of Hijacking and possession of

an effort to address cargo theft risk in the area. The reaction

suspected stolen property.

center is being equipped with a combination of resources

Read more: Truck and Freight (South Africa)

from companies in the private sector as well as the Security
Secretariat and the National Guard.
Read more: Heraldo Estado de México (Mexico)

North & South
America

6 January 2022: A truck driver was severely beaten
after cargo thieves attempting to steal his truck
learned that it was empty. The incident occurred on
Federal Highway MEX-186, approximately three kilometers from
the community of Caobas, Quintana Roo, when a group of

Brazil

armed men intercepted the truck In-Transit, forcing the driver
out of his vehicle. When the criminals learned that the truck was

9 January 2022: Military Police responded to the

empty, they proceeded to beat the driver with a baseball bat,

theft of a truck loaded with semi-compressed fiber
cement which was taken from a gas station in the city
of Água Doce, where the driver and his companion stopped to
sleep.

fracturing both arms and his ribs before abandoning him with
the empty truck.
Read more: Reporteros de Banqueta (Mexico)

Read more: Portal Notícias da Região (Brazil)
6 January 2022: In the North Zone of Rio de
Janeiro, criminals engaged in a shootout with
authorities responding to the theft of a tractor
trailer. Cargo thieves reportedly intercepted the load, forcing the
driver to drive to the interior of the Camarista Méier community.
The thieves managed to escape arrest, abandoning the
refrigerated truck which was loaded with meat.
Read more: Tupi.fm (Brazil)
4 January 2022: A truck driver managed to avoid a
Hijacking in Ponta Grossa, escaping the criminals
who attempted to steal the truck on the BR-376.
According to the driver, the criminals ripped out the hoses,
causing the truck to lose power, and then attempted to gain
access to the cabin of the vehicle, firing four shots and breaking
the windows. Despite the display of violence, the driver was able
to attract attention by zigzagging, and the criminals jumped off
of the moving vehicle.
Read more: Boca no Trombone Ponta Grossa (Brazil)
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6 January 2022: As part of the investigation into the
dumping of hundreds of parcel delivery packages

8 January 2022: Five teens between the ages of 14

in Luther, Oklahoma, police discovered a home in

and 17 were arrested in relation to the theft of four

Luther packed with thousands of stolen packages. The

semi trucks. The vehicles were taken from a trucking

items were reportedly stolen by a third-party logistics driver, who

company in Pontiac, California. The Oakland County

is suspected of having taken entire pallets from a distribution

Sheriff’s Office recovered all four trucks, several of which had

center in Oklahoma City, taking the stolen pallets to his home

been vandalized.

instead of to another delivery service provider.

Read more: The Oakland Press

Read more: The Washington Post

6 January 2022: The FMCSA is asking that the Office

4 January 2022: Two male suspects are being

of Management and Budget expedite the approval

investigated for the theft of a semi-trailer truck which

of a three-year apprenticeship program which would

occurred in Savage, Minnesota. According to police,

allow drivers between the ages of 18 and 21 to

the theft occurred when the suspects gained access to

haul freight across state lines. It has been requested that the

the parked truck, locating the keys inside, and drove off. While

project be approved by January 13 and the FMCSA expects

the truck has not been located, the detached trailer was found

to receive close to 45,000 applications for the program which

abandoned in Bloomington.

would require apprentices to complete two probationary periods

Read more: Southwest News Media (Savage, MN)

including 400 hours of on-duty time.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
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